Resonances of the water exchangeable imlnoprotons of the tertiary structure of yeast tRNA Pne were studied by experiments involving Nuclear Overhauser Effects (NOE's). Direct NOE evidence is presented for the assignment of all resonances of iminoprotons participating in tertiary basepairing (except that of G19C56 which was assigned by an elimination procedure). The present results in conjunction with our previous assignment of secondary iminoprotons constitute for the first time a complete spectral assignment of all iminoprotons participating in basepairing in yeast tRNA
INTRODUCTION
NOE experiments performed on yeast tRNA Pne dissolved in buffer 2 (no Mg ++ ions) at 21°C. Reference spectrum (a); NOE difference spectra obtained after irradiation of the methylresonance of T54 (b), of resonance X (c), of resonance S (d) and of the methylresonance of m^G26 (e).
region (below 13 ppm).
Hence resonance X is attributed to ¥55 N1H. Consequently, the candidates for resonance M and S are T54 N3H and ¥55 N3H which are the only iminoprotons at suitable 'NOE-distances' from ¥55 N1H (see Fig. 1 ). This means that resonance N must be assigned to the G53C61 basepair. Preirradiation of resonance S gives rise to NOE's at the positions of the resonances M, X and W (see Fig.  2d ). Both protons that are candidates for resonance S, i.e. T54 N3H and ¥55 N3H, can in principle give rise to a new NOE (at position W, apart from the four NOE's we started with: i.e. M, N, S and X). These two protons are close enough to the G18 N1H which is in turn a good candidate for a resonance at the position of resonance W. If resonance S arose from T54 N3H we would expect a NOE on resonance N as the iminoproton of G53C61 is close enough to the iminoproton of T54. Since this is not so resonance S is attributed to ¥55 N3H. Consequently, T54 N3H is resonating under M. As can be derived from [ 8] could not find this NOE in the presence of Mg ions. In contrast to the situation without Mg ions we do not find a NOE under peak N, but only under peak M. In the preceding paper [ 3] the shift of a resonance from peak N to peak M was discussed and we can now conclude that this is the iminoproton of G53C61. In agreement with the results obtained in the absence of Mg ions preirradiation of resonance S (see Fig. 3c ) results in NOE's at peaks M (T54 N3H), X (¥55 N1H) and W (G18 N1H) and preirradiation of resonance W (see Fig. 3d ) gives rise to NOE's at peaks M (T54 N3H) and S (¥55 N3H). In summary, we have been able to obtain, from a consistent set of NOE's, assignments for T54 N1H, ¥55 N1H, ¥55 N3H, G18 N1H and G53 N1H both in the presence and absence of magnesium ions. additional albeit rather weak NOE (ca 2%) at 12.14 ppm (under peak P/Q). For the sake of completeness we note that infrequently an extra (weak) effect was observed at 10.42 ppm (just downfield from peak U/V); we will return to this effect in the discussion. Because at 38 C resonance Q starts to get resolved from P and resonance B from A (see insets Fig. 5 ) we were able to establish that it is resonance B(U8A14) and Q which are connected through NOE'a (see Fig. 5b and 5c ). In the vicinity of U8A14 only two tertiary iminoprotons participating in hydrogen bonds are found: i.e. the Nl proton of m G46 and the corresponding proton of G1S (see Fig. 4a , the secondary proton of G22 was already assigned to resonance I). According to our calculations only for G1S N1H a first order effect is expected. Furthermore, on the basis of other NOE experiments, the iminoproton of m G46G22 could be assigned elsewhere (vide infra). We therefore attribute resonance Q to the iminoproton of G15C48.
With the tRNA prepared in buffer 2 (no Mg ions) presaturation of resonance B(U8A14), which under these conditions is well resolved from iminoproton of m G46G22 can be attributed to peak F.
The iminoproton in the m G46G22 interaction is close to the C8 proton G22 (see Fig. 4b ). Therefore it is expected that irradiating the resonance of this iminoproton will result in a NOE in the aromatic part of the spectrum.
Indeed, a moderate sharp NOE is found at 7.75 ppm (see Fig. 7b 
Assignment of remaining iminoprotona involved in hydrogen bonds
A tertiary basepair that has been mentioned frequently before is the 2 m G26A44 basepair. To assign the corresponding iminoproton resonance we 2 2 irradiated the resonance of the methylprotons of m G26 (marked 4 in Fig. 2 of the accompanying paper) which are close to its iminoproton (see Fig. 9 ). Table II in the first paper of this series [2] , Table I in the accompanying paper and Table I Table I ). 
This resulted in a NOE

